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1 

Introduction 
 
 

How to be an author 

To be an author, you need to do writing.  The essence 

of writing is the act of sitting upon your derriere, 

placing your fingers on the keyboard and allowing 

words to spring from your mind onto the screen.   

You need three skills:   

 

 Focus 

 Focus 

 Focus 

 

These are the skills I have learned from shooting 

pictures, firing bullets and reading books.  If you 

have these, you will get the job done.  But if you’re 

having difficulty, if you have been writing nearly all 
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your life and if you want to become a serious author, 

then you will possibly need a little help along the 

way.  

There are thousands of books on the topic of how 

to be an author, so why am I writing this one?   I 

could offer one simply answer and say “Why not?”  

But there’s also another answer: life is short.  We 

only get one shot at the life we have right now and 

we need all the help we can get along the way to 

realising our dreams.   

So, I say again, “Why not?” 

Many people have asked for my help.  They’ve 

emailed me their manuscripts and posted me links to 

their blogs and books, asking for me to cast my eye 

over them, amend and recommend to agents and 

publishers.  I have helped where I was able to, when 

I had the time.   

However, in order to reach as many potential 

authors who want to send me their work, I thought it 

might be best if I put all my advice together in one 

space so that I could direct them to it. 

The lessons I offer here, on how to be an author 

are written from:  

 personal experience and 

 personal knowledge 

Put simply, what I’ve learned is if you’re writing 
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a non-fiction book you’ll need to get your facts 

straight and keep your format simple.  If you’re 

writing fiction, you’ll need to create interest in 

characters and craft imaginative scenes.  Both will 

keep your reader reading.  

But how do you do that?   

Oddly enough before the PC revolution began to 

monopolise people’s lives, only those who were 

dedicated enough would post typed or handwritten 

manuscripts to publishers.  However, once Sir Alan 

Sugar invented that little white box with a black-

screen and luminous green-type, not only did 

everybody believe they had a book in them but they 

managed to get them out too.  There have been many 

fantastic innovations over the years I’ve been on this 

planet, but I’ll wager that was the one that made a 

huge difference to a writer’s life.    

As you can guess, from that day forth publishers 

all over the world were inundated.  Sadly, most 

stories were horrendously written, had awful spelling 

and grammatical errors abounded in every sentence.  

As yours truly happened to have a job as a PA at a 

prestigious publishing house at that very moment in 

time, I saw first-hand how it fast became an arduous 

task to examine those offerings, even after a whole 

new department had been set-up to cope with the 

demand.   I hate to say it, but most manuscripts were 
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simply wedged into the growing slush pile, sliced 

through the shredder or banished to the bin. 

From this, people learned: 

 

It takes more than a typewriter to make a 

writer of type   

The author had to know their craft, they had to 

have passion and they had to have ability.  And an 

awful lot of luck didn’t go amiss either. 

A note on style and format 

That said, I’m going to let you into some of my 

secrets - how I get my words out of my mind and into 

yours.  This work has been created in a style I feel 

comfortable with.  It has helped to sustain my energy 

levels through five books so far (three non-fiction 

and two fiction), with more on the way.  You will 

also get some gems of my own experience and some 

life stories thrown in for good measure.   

It doesn’t matter that it’s not a beautifully written 

piece of prose and it’s not perfect grammar either.  

Also, there may be some text that might be glaringly 

incorrect and jarringly terrible for those meticulously 

fastidious folk – who probably do think it matters 

that it’s not perfect.  However, I’m writing this for 

me to give to you.  So, if a gold nugget appears for 
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you amongst what you might consider the sludge, 

then great!  My efforts have not been in vain.     

Whatever, I’m not apologising for it. I’m merely 

letting you know what’s ahead.  Besides, I defy you 

to find any book that hasn’t got at least one error in 

its pages.  Incidentally, on that note, I thank you in 

advance for letting me know if you find them so I can 

correct them.   

So, what’s ahead?   

This introduction is broken down into bite-sized 

easily digestible chunks as follows: 

 

 The challenge of changing – how to go with 

the flow 

 Building blocks of history – how I came to 

gain the qualities required 

 Doing and being – how to decide what it is you 

want 

 Typewriters vs. Personal Computers – how 

these have changed a writer’s world 

 Knowing your ‘why’ – how to determine the 

reasons for your desires 

 A note on obstacles – how to overcome the 

blocks you face 

 What’s to come – how to figure out if you 

want to read on 
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 An unconventional path – how to understand 

where I’ve come from, where I’m am going and 

if you want to journey with me 

 

I’ve aimed to write between 500-1,000 words per 

‘chunk’ with the majority running at around 700 

words.  As I’ve written quite a few notes on the 

subject, it may just take a wee while to get through 

it.  Nevertheless, I have proved my character has 

determination and persistence, both good qualities to 

see a project like this through to the end. 

Are you with me on this?   

If you want to learn how to be an author, then 

what have you to lose?   

Time?   

Effort?   

Both precious to all I know. 

So make the most of it. 

The challenge of changing 

Have you ever read a non-fiction text book and 

been perplexed by the convoluted language 

displayed on the page?  During re-training from PA 

(personal assistant) to PA (psychological assistance), 

I read hundreds of those tomes – and still do.  But I 
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was told that the books that kept me hooked (the ‘pop 

psychology’ ones), were not on the curriculum.  So I 

recognised a need to change my reading habits. 

Why?  

Because a university thesis had to be written in a 

particular way, therefore, to perfect my craft I had to 

read in a particular way. 

I readied myself to face my challenge. 

As a mature student, over the course of several 

years of study, I began to understand that Academics 

use words specific to their ‘trade’.  Gardeners and 

doctors, too, have a habit of putting Latin to use to 

convey the confusing cornucopia of plants and pills 

available to us all.   

The seemingly complicated words slip from their 

lips with ease.  Psychologists, psychiatrists and 

psychotherapists also use phrases belonging to their 

particular 'method of delivery'.  

University taught me how to read, how to write 

and how to produce something of value by focusing 

down onto one specific subject.  It also taught me 

how to locate my learning style, how to get my goals 

and how to be persistent in pursuing them.   

I began to realise if I wanted something badly 

enough - something that had any meaning, purpose 

or substance - I needed to work on these new ways 

of learning and, subsequently, on changing 
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myself.  So, I embedded this into my brain: 

 

Dedicate yourself to changing yourself - 

regularly 

This may seem contrary to what you've been 

taught about life, the universe and everything, 

because once a person has learned something, that's 

usually it.  We get to certain stages in our lives and 

become set in our ways.  Our personalities and 

characters seem fixed and inflexible.  We can even 

get to where we become unbending and unwilling to 

compromise - on any subject, because we've become 

comfortable with who we have become - and b**gar 

everyone else!  

But the neurosciences have shown how plastic the 

brain really is - Sharon Begley's book on the subject 

is fascinating (one of those 'pop psychology' books I 

got rapped over the knuckles with - not literally, you 

understand). This means the emotions, just like the 

body, can change and heal because we are designed 

to keep on learning until the day we walk through 

those Pearly Gates. 

The core message of how to be an author is to be 

dedicated to the ‘trade’.  This means there are a lot of 

habits we need to begin to recognise that need to 

be unlearned.  There are plenty of habits we've 
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picked up along the pathway of our life - and we need 

to see them for what they are, so that we can free up 

our minds in order to learn something new.   

Chiefly, this means we need to know how to 

change our ways of being, doing and seeing, if it is 

seen to interrupt our goal, which is to put our time 

and effort into making the words appear on the 

screen in front of us.  

Just like a doctor learns about the body, a gardener 

learns about horticulture and a psychotherapist learns 

about the link between mind and emotions - 

becoming an author is an acquired skill and it needs 

to be given the blessing of your time and your effort.  

Writing is a craft that improves with practice and 

to become an author you need to do like doctors, 

gardeners and psychologists do - and plenty of others 

who have perfected their craft.  To create a piece of 

writing that will mean anything to anybody, you need 

to recognise, acknowledge and accept the challenges 

you may face.  These might include boredom, 

procrastination, family interruptions ... even the 

thought of closing the laptop, or putting the pen 

down, for a coffee break! 

Are you ready to face your challenges?  If so, 

great!  Ignore that cup of coffee, and go and get on 

with it.  

If not quite yet, then read the simple snippets I 
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offer here.  They may go a little way to preparing you 

and help you get you into the frame of mind that you 

need to become the author you want to be. 

Building blocks of my history 

If you are an older person reading this, say born 

in the decade of the 1960s, you may remember living 

in a moment in history that required you to write with 

a pen or type with a typewriter.  They slowed you 

down somewhat and I should know as I practiced 

with both. 

Don’t get me wrong, handwriting, when 

beautifully done, was something to be proud of.  Still 

is.  And there was something magical about hearing 

the click clack of a typewriter and pulling the sheet 

from its teeth when you’d finished the page.  The 

typewriter, by the way, seems to be making an 

interesting 'comeback'.  But both methods were (and 

are) both laborious if you want to be an author.   

I've always marvelled at people like Jane Austen 

(the cover photograph is her desk).  She must have 

thrown away hundreds of pages before she posted her 

manuscript to the printer.  Either that or she was very 

particular about what and how she wrote, so as not to 

waste time, effort, paper, ink and candles (or oil for 

the lamps).  

In 2012, the year when the world was supposed to 
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have ended, I visited Jane Austen’s house in 

Hampshire.  To capture the memory, I took the 

photograph (in the headline above).   The desk, 

where she wrote all those intelligent and funny tales 

of a time gone by, was laid out so vividly.  I could 

imagine her sitting there writing by candlelight, in 

the cold of winter.   

Sounds romantic, doesn't it.  But, to go through 

the process she had to in order to create her stories, 

must have taken a lot of dedication and enthusiasm. 

While at school, in the 70s, I often had my head 

buried in a Jane Austen novel.  At that time, we still 

wrote with fountain pens and our desks still had ink 

wells embedded into them.  We were taught to write 

in italic script, slowly, carefully, thoughtfully.  By 

the time I reached Secondary school biros, 

typewriters and speed were the key.   

If I made a mistake with a typewriter, Tippex 

corrected it - or my teacher's ruler over my knuckles 

ensured me to be careful and cautious!  It was either 

that or do the most arduous task of all, start all over 

again.  Photocopiers weren’t in abundance either.  A 

piece of carbon paper between the sheets duplicated 

the work I produced.  If I made an error, Tippex 

wasn't much cop with the carbon. 

The lady who taught me to type is embedded in 

my memory.  Mrs. Horrocks, ah, the delightful Mrs. 
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Horrocks.  She was a stout old woman (probably the 

age I am now) with a thick mop of curly hair she dyed 

jet black.  When she got angry, which was often, her 

head wobbled upon her neck.  A line of 30 

girls would quickly stand, obedient like soldiers, 

when we heard her court shoes clack along the 

corridor.  She lived up to her name in that she was 

horrifically strict and would make us type and type 

and type the same phrase: 

 

The quick brown fox jumped over the lazy dogs 

 

… over and over again until the layout of the 

keyboard was embedded in our brains.  

At first, I kept getting it wrong.  I was so darned 

slow and irritated with the whole process.  I couldn't 

see the point in training my fingers to remember the 

keyboard without looking at it and I almost gave 

up.  Until one day, surprise, surprise, I got it 

right!  All of it.  

Mrs. Horrocks was all of a dither, so much that 

she clucked like a hen who had just laid a 

prized egg.  So excited was she, that she grabbed my 

tiny hand (yes, I was a skinny little thing at the time) 

and dragged my reluctant form to the front of the 

class. Once there, I was made to stand on a stool 

before a pack of howling she-wolves while she 
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praised the living daylights out of me. 

She perched me on that pedestal as an example to 

them all. 

Trust me; the experience wasn’t a good one. To 

say I was, well, horrified would be an 

understatement. Needless to say, my fears were 

founded upon solid reality as The Bullies soon pulled 

me off of it again. 

Again? 

Yes.  Unfortunately.  They seem to have a hand in 

my defiance to get to my goal. 

The thing was, years later, I learned that the 

boring repetition, the worry of getting it wrong and 

being reprimanded by Mrs. Horrocks as well as the 

anxiety of being picked on by The Bullies, all these 

were strong emotional elements.  The emotions I 

experienced at the time helped to embed those 

logical keyboard skills into my brain and take my 

first steps to becoming what I yearned to be: an 

author. 

(So, thanks go to Mrs. Horrocks and, 

indirectly, The Bullies! - more on the latter, later) 

Doing and being 

Back to The Bullies. 

Have you ever noticed that wherever you 
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are, whatever school you go to or industry you work 

in, The Bullies are (basically) all the same.  They 

may do different things to you (i.e. pinch you, punch 

you, kick you or call you names) because they all 

seem to know how to do what they do.  But the thing 

is, The Bullies seem to struggle with what they really 

want to be, and because they don't know, they seem 

to have a dislike for anyone who does. 

The first time The Bullies captured me was when 

I knew what I wanted to be.  I was 14.  The teacher, 

Mrs. Billingham, who wasn’t a bully but a cuddly 

woman with smiley blue eyes and soft blond hair, 

asked each of us in turn: 

 

“What do you want to be when you grow up?” 

 

My young mind thought it an odd concept 

because I thought you do work when you grow up, 

not be it.  But as the lesson progressed and after 

giving it some serious thought, I began to understand 

you did cooking if you wanted to be a chef and you 

did arrest people if you wanted to be a 

policeman.  Understanding that, I supposed you also 

did writing (and a heck of a lot of reading) if you 

wanted to be an author.  

I settled my internal argument that she was being 

the teacher and doing her stuff and, as the line of 
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answers to her question quickly got nearer me I tried 

desperately to think, think, think! 

What was the world outside school all about?  I 

didn’t have a clue.  Back then, teenagers like me 

were very sheltered.   At school, I would learn the 

lessons the way they wanted us to learn them - by 

rote, repeating what I had learned over and over 

again - so I wouldn't be shouted at.  At home, mum 

and dad were always shouting at each other so, in an 

attempt to escape the tedium of school and 

the turmoil of home, I distanced myself from 

everyone.  Added to this, there was no internet to 

connect with what was going on outside of my small 

space, and the world seemed so, well, other-

worldly.  So ... 

 

The only pleasure I dug out of life was buried 

in books. 

 

People could always find me hiding in some 

corner of the playground, alone.  My mind and 

emotions were submerged deeply within a 

book's crisp pages.  Anna Sewell’s Black Beauty was 

a particular favourite and I still have that original 

Dean & Son hardback in my bookcase.  It’s a bit 

battered and I had scrawled on it, listing a host of pets 

and places I’d lived but it’s a little bit of personal 
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history I cherish.  So, when my turn finally came to 

announce my future trade, I desperately imagined the 

process of how that book was produced and blurted 

out: 

 

“I want to be a writer!” 

 

“We have a budding author among us!” Mrs. 

Billingham pronounced in her broad Lancashire 

accent. 

A budding author?  My!  That sounded 

grand!  Especially for a girl like me.  I hadn’t thought 

of it like that.  Such a thrill coursed through my 

veins.  I was on cloud nine, but, of course, that 

sensation soon crashed to the ground when The 

Bullies wouldn’t let me be me and did what they do 

best. 

The thing was, The Bullies taunted me with 

words.  Words they didn’t quite understand 

themselves. 

“What you?” they sneered, “You waaaay too stoo-

ped!  Why you wear short skirts and flat shoes?  You 

stoo-ped or somat?” 

Unfortunately for me, the opposite (long skirts 

and high heels) were in fashion at the time.  Added 

to which, my body was growing rapidly, in 
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spurts, while my clothes stayed the same 

size.  Which was highly unfair. 

The thing was, though my dad had his own 

company and worked all hours on top of rooves 

laying hot bitumen and carrying heavy felt rolls up 

long ladders, he wasn’t very rich.  Of course, it didn’t 

help that he gambled on the horses, smoked sixty 

Seniors a day and drank six pints of beer in his lunch 

hour, too.  It also didn’t help that we were carted off 

to our grandparents every weekend while he tried to 

save his marriage to mum.  

So, by dint of circumstance, there was never 

enough money in the pot to buy three kids new 

school uniforms every term.  But I couldn't tell The 

Bullies that.  Their attention span wasn't long enough 

to hang around for that lengthy explanation.   

You see, I knew how hard he worked.  Somehow, 

I could feel his suffering.  For us.  For me.  But 

however much money he didn't have, he 

always found a few pennies to buy me a book.   So I 

thought, if dad could suffer the way he did and still 

do all he could for his kids, it gave me the courage to 

defend myself.  

I raised my eyes from the pages of a Jane Austen 

novel and looked at The Bullies.  

“I wear them because I like them.”  I stated 

firmly, slowly, just so I wouldn't have to repeat 
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myself.  Then, for good measure, I added, “Besides, 

they’ll be in fashion again next year.” 

I steeled myself for the onslaught.  I closed my 

eyes and waited for what was to be done with me.  

But unlike a dear friend of mine, who they tied to 

a tree and left for some Good Samaritan (me) to 

release her, they didn’t do a thing. 

Oddly enough, they screwed their eyes and ... well 

... hesitated.  They were actually perplexed by my 

response.  Stuck for words, as they were so used to 

kids shying away and cowering from the dark 

menace that buzzed around them, they felt unable to 

do anything, so they did what they could to save face 

and ... walked away. 

That’s when I began to realise what The Bullies 

were made of.  It was kind of like that sentence in the 

Bible, where it says something like the 'scales fall 

from your eyes'.  Can't remember where, or the exact 

turn of phrase, but it felt like that. 

The Bullies were unable, for whatever 

reason, to do stuff of any significance so they 

decided to be horrid to people who were able to. 

To me, at the time, being a bully seemed a kind of 

automatic defence mechanism that made them taunt 

others to take the pressure off themselves.  They 

seemed jealous, so they stole from those who had 

what they thought they couldn't have.  There were a 
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million other emotions they seemed to express that 

the essence of human nature began to dawn on me.  

Instead of hating them, or fearing them, I pitied 

them. 

They remained stuck in worlds of their own 

making.  It seemed their warped way of protecting 

themselves from the fear they felt.   

From that moment, I began to read the ‘pop’ 

psychology books (the term ‘pop’ appears 

derogatory, but simply means ‘popular’).  Nancy 

Friday’s My Mother, Myself helped me to understand 

the relationship between my mother and me.  They 

helped me develop a sense of the emotional turmoil 

and utter abandonment I felt because of her 

absence.  But it was Dr Arthur Janov’s book, The 

Primal Scream that helped me understand those who 

displayed serious behavioural problems.  I've 

since learned from a hundred and one 

plus psychology books I've read along my path 

towards enlightenment (!) that ... 

 

To find real peace, you have to let the armour 

go. 

 

Also, in a way, reading Black Beauty helped me 

to understand the nature of people too.  While it 

seemed a simple story to my young mind, over the 
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years that have since passed, I've learned to use it as 

a metaphor for my life.  The hurdles I've faced could 

be likened to Black Beauty's challenges.  

Just as in Black Beauty's life, there are good and 

bad people and circumstances that you come 

across.  Each has their influence.  Each presents you 

with a challenge. But someone said something to me 

that I will never forget: 

 

It's not the challenge, but the way you handle 

the challenge that makes you the person you are. 

 

In Black Beauty there was a horse called Ginger 

and in Ginger I saw a confused, angry animal who 

suffered terribly.  He met with such a sad end I 

bawled my eyes out for days.  My mind began to 

align the story with a metaphorical message, and it 

was Ginger's experience that made my heart ache for 

The Bullies.  

Anna Sewell taught an effective and lasting lesson 

through the only book she ever wrote.  Through the 

brilliant use of metaphor, she showed how kindness, 

sympathy and respect are things you do to others and 

yourself, so that you can be the best you can 

be.  Ingenious. 

There were many hundreds of books since that 

one.  Through those books I have learned that by 
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doing the reading, you can learn how other author's 

hone their craft.  By being the person you are, you 

can create anything you want.  Regardless of the 

amount of dissent and dissuasion you experience on 

your journey through this short expanse of time. 

So, take courage, put pen to paper and don't worry 

about what people think.  Just do the writing and 

become the author you want to be. 

Typewriters vs. Personal Computers 

When I left school and The Bullies behind me, my 

dad bought me a beautiful Smith Corona typewriter 

to write my stories with.  I loved that machine.  It 

may have clunked and clacked and the ribbon kept 

jamming, but it made me feel great.  I believe it’s in 

the Worcester Museum now along with my mum’s 

old mangle. 

Contrary to Mrs. Horrocks predictions, I didn’t 

put my typewriting skills to use in my very first job 

as I had to do the basics first and run up and down 

the many floors of ICI in Slough.  My task was to 

deliver the post to secretaries who, incidentally, did 

put their typewriting skills to use.   As a new entry, 

the company put me on one of their in-house training 

courses so that that I wouldn't lose my typewriting 

skills and, eventually, I managed to progress up to 

(or into?) the prestigious offices that Mrs. Horrocks 
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had meticulously trained me to feel at ease within. 

Watching the drama series 'Mad Men' set in the 

1960s, brought memories back of those 

offices.   That series makes me wish I had taken the 

opportunity to move to America as I quickly learned 

that typing stuff for stuffy people in stuffy offices 

wasn’t what I wanted to do.  It wasn't all it was 

cracked up to be.  There didn’t appear to be any 

substance to it for me as it held no meaning.  I didn't 

know what the end result was and couldn't see what 

I was producing had any effect on the world.  And 

my mind kept thinking crazy thoughts like,  

“What’s the reason I was put on this planet for?”  

“Is this all work is about?  Seven hours of dullness 

for a sum of money at the end of the week?”  

(Yes, I was paid weekly in them days.) 

It didn’t feel right and I wasn't comfortable.  I 

kept asking questions that nobody could answer.  I 

yearned for something more.  So, instead of entering 

yet more fictional worlds in books to hide from the 

real world that bored me to tears, I put the ‘Mrs. 

Billingham Plan’ into effect and began to create my 

own worlds. 

Getting my first PC answered some of those 

questions.  Though, it seemed a heck of a long time 

before I got my hands on one, the first one I ever used 

was Sir Alan Sugar’s Amstrad.  That was the 
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machine that gave the masses and me the ability to 

write quickly with ease.  Before it came along, a PC 

was for offices and rich people. 

Compared to what we have available today, those 

little Amstrads seem like dinosaurs.  With their dot 

matrix printer and all those floppy discs.  I still have 

lots of my stories stored on them, but no longer have 

the PC itself.  I remember saying to my partner, who 

complained bitterly about me being a hoarder, "I 

know I'll need it again someday."  But he made me 

throw it into the skip anyway.   They were a dream 

come true for those who wanted to be an author.   

PCs have definitely opened up the world for this 

particular trade.  They have allowed us writers to get 

our words onto paper easily, quickly and freely.  In 

whatever order or fashion we want.  If a mistake is 

made it is easily corrected.  Whole paragraphs can be 

highlighted and relocated to a different position.   

It may seem like I’m stating the obvious but, after 

many years of training on typewriters, it’s still a 

novelty to me.  At the moment, while I look at the 

screen on my trusty laptop the programme allows me 

to display a ‘navigation pane’. 
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If I believe a whole section of words would be 

better off placed at the end, or the middle, rather than 

the beginning all I need to do is put the mouse on the 

title for that section (see highlighted bar) and drag it 

along to another section. 

What could be simpler? 

To use a famous phrase, ‘lest we forget’, pens and 

typewriters taught me my craft.  Re-training mid-life 

taught me my skill.  The challenges I gave to myself 

may have slowed me down, but they gave me two 

very good lessons: 

 

Time to do what I wanted to be 

 

Now, I have the ability to type 90+ words a minute 

with almost complete accuracy (please do let me 
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know if you, perchance, spot an error).  As Carl 

Sagan quoted in his book Shadows of Forgotten 

Ancestors, microscopic organisms have a better hit 

rate than an author writing a book at getting less than 

1% errors in their final copy.  

During the time I grew up, 1960s and 1970s, I was 

privileged to witness a time of vast change in the 

office environment.  From the small manual 

typewriter to the electric.  From the huge PCs that 

would take up whole rooms in an office building 

through to the personal laptops in the handbag.   

Reading all those psychology books in the 

playground, too, showed me how people have been 

willing to explore other ways to help people back to 

a sense of normality in their lives.   

My own area of psychology has moved on 

from focusing on what was wrong, abnormal or 

damaged with emotions and behaviour.  I've 

progressed through an era where, 

initially, psychology concentrated on the self-

destructive aspects by encouraging the ‘patient’ to 

dig up the past (and even suggested a course 

of psychiatry where electric jolts to the brain might 

help correct those 'abnormalities’), through to where 

a focus on the ‘client’ understanding the emotions 

being experienced in the present with an orientation 

towards goals for the future.   
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Acknowledging these changes has, in effect, 

given the client more autonomy, or control, over their 

own lives.  And this has been seen in the progression 

from typewriters to PCs.  From those manual 

machines where Tippex seemed to be the only 

solution to correct the mistakes, through to PCs 

where mistakes can be erased from the screen before 

it even gets to see the paper.   

So, after going through all of this experience, 

gaining all this knowledge and witnessing all these 

changes, I could go a little way to answering those 

questions I had when I first started work.  The 

question where I asked what is it all about ... 

Eventually, once I learned some of the answers (and 

am still learning), I didn't think it dull, or just about 

the money.  In fact, I learned several things ...  

 

 As a secretary learning the skill of typing on 

typewriters and then learning the intricacies and 

foibles of several different PCs, was time well 

spent. 

 As a psychotherapist, learning about people’s 

emotions, and the craft of helping to heal them, 

was a valuable experience. 

 As a kid, entering imaginative worlds provided 

the bedrock for creating my own. 

 As an author, through these combined 
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experiences, abilities and the knowledge I have 

gained from them have been, and continue to 

be, put to good use. 

 

These answers have formed part of knowing my 

'Why' ...  

Knowing your ‘why’   

Knowing what you want to be and doing 

something about it to make it happen isn’t as simple 

as knowing why you want to do something. 

I aim to help those who have always had that itch 

to become an author and have never been able to 

scratch it.  I won’t teach you the formal Greek names 

of English grammar, I won’t teach you how to correct 

your typos, and won’t be able guarantee you sales or 

fame.  However, my chief aims are to use whatever 

skills, knowledge and experience I have at my 

disposal, to assist you in getting: 

 

 started 

 finished and 

 aware  

 

If you’ve read this far, then you are probably 
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serious about the whole process of how to be an 

author.  But before we get started, you need to ask 

yourself that key question:  Why? 

 

 Why do I want to sit for hours on end, alone? 

 Why do I want to annoy the hell out of my 

friends and family, by taking myself off to 

fantasy land and, in the process, evade 

involvement with their lives? 

 Why do I want to persist - even though I’m 

being disturbed by the dog or cat or, heck, even 

the budgie, getting a sore bum, belly and brain? 

 Why do I want to become enormously irritated 

because I’ve woken up in the middle of the 

night from a great dream I know would make a 

brilliant book and believed it was so memorable 

that I’d remember it in the morning, only to 

find it was lost when I opened my eyes? 

 Why do I want to purposely get annoyed with 

myself by sitting at the PC with a blank page in 

front of me, knowing I want to write something, 

willing myself to write something, just to put 

one word down on that screen, but not knowing 

which one or even how?  

Once you do know your ‘why’ to some, or all, of 

these scenarios, and most others too, you will have 
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that dedication and commitment inside you needed 

to finish the book you want to start and become the 

author you want to be.  

I have accumulated some wonderful skills in 

learning my ‘why’, ones you can learn from: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

    

 

 

 

 

 

Note, I say I aim to help you to accomplish these 

things.  At the end of it all, it’s really up to you.   

From the reading I have indulged in since a young 

age, I aim to give you some insights into the 

metaphorical stories I have come across. 

From the secretarial experience I have amassed 

since leaving school, I aim to show you how to get 

organised and plan ahead with your ideas. 

From the writing techniques I've personally learned 

along my own path to becoming an author, I aim to 

help you achieve the all-important first three words 

in Intro: 1 - 

Focus 

From the psychotherapy skills I've re-trained in, I 

aim to help you get a handle on your emotional 

outlook towards the book you want to craft. 
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However, once you have these ideas embedded in 

your brain, you’ll quite possibly understand your 

own ‘Why?’ and you possibly won’t get that dreadful 

writer’s block syndrome.   

Knowing the why of why you want to be an 

author, helps you keep that focus. 

Remember, however, that writing is a craft.  And 

some people dedicate their lives to it.   

I'll use the analogy of the mental health 

continuum, which looks something like this: 
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Similar to a see-saw and writers, like all other 

people living on the planet, are situated somewhere 

on that scale, at each end of the bar.   

At one end of the see-saw there are the lucky few 

who can make millions from the one book they’ve 

authored.  At the other end, there’s an odd few 

million who make not a single penny from their 

entire life’s work.  Then, there's the hefty majority in 

the middle who take up the bulk of the see-

saw.  Those are the people who write a couple of 

pages, dabble with different ideas and may even 

publish.   

The other end of the continuum (or see-saw) is 

probably what attracts most people to want to be an 

author.  Luckily, when you look at the mental health 

continuum, you'll find that writers need a good mix 

of all the emotions listed there.  The experience and 

knowledge gained from either having those 

emotions, or becoming aware of them, can be put to 

good use in the characters you aim to create. 

But, if you’re like me, you’ll have written stories 

since you were 14 and nothing will be able to stop 

you from writing them.  To me, the keyboard on my 

laptop is like a magnet.  It pulls me to it like a moth 

to a light bulb.   

I’ll not lie, writing is a skill. It’s something you 

need to learn and you need to keep at it.  As I said 
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before, just as any doctor or gardener will tell you, 

you need to learn your craft before you become an 

expert.  Malcolm Gladwell mentioned as much in his 

book The Tipping Point which, again, is a bit like the 

continuum.   

If you want to know how to be an author, you will 

need to rally your troops (i.e. skills) against The 

Bullies in your brain (i.e. distractions).  Some of The 

Bullies will say you’re not good enough and that you 

never will be.  But, to borrow a phrase ... 

 

‘Practice makes perfect’ 

 

It takes many hours (hopefully not ten years), of 

at times hard work to piece together a book. I aim to 

help you begin it, persist with it and get to the end of 

it. 

A note on obstacles 

It doesn't matter what difficulties you face when 

you are thinking about allowing what's in your head 

to be put onto a piece of paper.  If you come across a 

block or something stems your flow of words or, you 

find yourself doing something - heck, anything else 

other writing, you can normally boil it down to one 

emotion that causes it: 
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Anxiety 

 

Again, why?  

Because it’s built-in to us as human 

beings.  Psychological and physiological knowledge 

(the way the brain and body communicate) can be put 

to good use here, in that it can give you a few hints 

as to why it happens.   

Today, anxiety has such a hold over us as human 

beings because we’ve forgotten what it was put there 

for.  And, because we've forgotten, we misinterpret 

the sensation and turn it into something that doesn’t 

even relate to what it was originally designed to do - 

which was to help us escape the enemy.  To do that, 

our bodies transform automatically to provide the 3 

Fs: 

 

Fight, Flight, Fright 

 

But what enemy do we have when we want to 

write - apart from ourselves? 

Therefore, that sick sensation in the pit of our 

stomachs, the burning in our hearts, the 

uncontrollable trembling in our limbs, it’s all to do 

with the nervous system preparing us for what is to 
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come.  Think of this analogy: 

An athlete prepares for months, years even, for 

that one big race that will make them an Olympic 

champion.  They get onto the track, crouch down at 

the line and wait for the shot to pierce their ears so 

their nervous system can spring into action.  

Anxiety prepares your body for that sort of 

thing.  But, being the creative people writers are, we 

don't analyse those sensations logically.  So, we 

become the athlete crouched on that track, forever 

waiting for the gun to be fired.  This is why it 

can make us feel confused and stupid and, in the end, 

not good enough. 

Because we don’t feel good enough we get 

irritated, frustrated and angry with ourselves.  Then 

those pent up emotions get turned outwards towards 

the world about us and we scream a hundred and one 

questions to the Universe, the wall or anyone who 

will listen.  The irritation and frustration blanks our 

minds from the creativity – hence ‘writers block’ 

arises. 

Trying to put a stop to the ‘writers block’ 

syndrome is one of the reasons why I wrote my book 

Anxiety Pangs – what they are and how to control 

them.  In that little book, I have gathered all the 

information about anxiety and aim to help you 

understand it and how to handle it or, at least, put the 
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emotion to good use.  I’m offering it to you for free 

from BewleyTherapy.com – just scroll down to the 

bottom of the page and click on the FREE tag. 

I’ve often wished I could get in touch with all the 

writers’ who wanted to give up.  Particularly at the 

Christmas/New Year period.  The New Year is a time 

when we all create new 'resolutions' and goals that 

we feel inspired to reach.  Writing a book comes into 

the top of the resolution list.  However, by the 

following Christmas, all those writers who have been 

trying for a very long time, decide to give up.  

If I had my way, I'd get them all together and I 

would give them the tools they needed so they could 

begin to understand the sometimes difficult process 

and, ultimately, for them to find another way through 

other options.  To stop them feeling so bad about 

their creativity - and themselves. 

 

 

 Imagine if Lieutenant-Colonel John McCrae, 

while witnessing the horrors of the trenches of 

WW1, gave up because he was too cold or too 

wet or the bombs kept interrupting his flow of 

words.  Would 'In Flanders Fields' have ever 

been written? 

 Imagine if Edison had given up on his light 

bulb idea because, after the 999th time of 
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trying, he was just too darned fed up with the 

whole process.  Would we still be writing by 

candle light? 

 Imagine if Sir Alan Sugar had not thought the 

masses worthy of his time, effort or skill to 

create the Amstrad PC.  Would computers still 

be housed in 50ft by 50ft air-conditioned office 

spaces and not now on our laps, or even our 

pockets? 

 Imagine if that unknown girl tasked with 

shredding the huge slush pile hadn't taken a tea 

break and hadn't sat down and hadn't picked up 

a manuscript about a boy 

wizard's adventures.  Would a whole generation 

of children not got into the habit of reading? 

If you ever feel like you want to give up on that 

masterpiece inside you, before you do, read my book 

Depression – how to help yourself through it.  

Writers can get depressed – heck, simply getting a 

rejection on the doormat.  I've known that 

feeling.  I've written over 150 books and screen 

plays over the past 25 years.  I've posted so many 

through that beautiful red Royal Mail box, that I 

understand that sensation when a little white 

envelope plops onto the doormat.  As you rip it open, 

you pray and plead with whatever deity you believe 
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in.  And then, the answer - a rejection - can make you 

crash to the bottom of the pit of doom and gloom and 

feel like shouting to the world "Where's the point?!" 

But remember that … 

 

Patience is a virtue. 

 

It’s a common enough phrase, but it’s not one 

normally held up as a banner while going into 

battle.  But making an attempt to get an agent or the 

attention of a publisher feels like preparing for battle 

and patience is sorely needed.  

There may come times when you reach a point 

where you think that patience is not your friend and 

your work is not good enough.  But take comfort in 

the fact that all writers hate some of their work.  Even 

Virginia Woolf hated her own writing.  She 

particularly disliked the editing process (who 

doesn't?).  Having to go over her manuscript again 

and again through many different revisions in order 

to get it right was a tiresome process for her. 

Family and friends and teachers and tutors 

encourage you to write and tell you how good you 

are.  And that's nice.  That's commendable.  But they 

are not the ones who are going to invest money into 

the project you hold so dear.  They don't have the 

knowledge to help you become the author you want 
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to be and they quite probably don't want to hurt your 

feelings.   

I liken the process of writing to an assault 

course.  Each obstacle is a challenge to be 

faced.  And remember ... 

 

It's not the challenge, but the way you handle the 

challenge that makes you the writer you are. 

 

You’ll find that you write because it’s what you 

feel inside you.  It's like a burning need or a hungry 

animal that won't go away until it has been fed. 

I’ll mention Malcolm Gladwell’s book here, The 

Tipping Point. In it he says that there are 10,000 

hours to perfecting your skill. Gladwell suggests this 

infallible figure equates to about ten years of 

persistence to the skill you want to hone. 

Writing skills are only accrued when you put the 

time and effort into it.  Having persistence to not 

only face the obstacles, but surmount them 

too.  Persistence helps you to win through.  

Of course, there are exceptions to this rule, there 

always have been, and there always will be that lucky 

youngster that manages to get a six figure deal after 

only publishing a few chapters on Wattpad, or the 

older adult who writes an ‘adult content’ book, that 
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even though everyone says it wasn’t written very 

well, they still bought it (the colour grey, comes to 

mind).  

Remember though, there is no such thing as an 

‘overnight success’. And even if you have talent and 

passion for something, it won’t guarantee you the 

spotlight and fame. 

There is a quote that people keep saying to me: 

‘it’s not what you know, but who you know’.  I've 

learned this isn’t true either.  Those who seemingly 

look as though they have had tremendous success at 

the click of a button in the publishing world have put 

in hundreds of hours and have been determined to 

make their way through.  They, too, have had their 

disappointments. 

In my time at ITN, I worked for Sir Trevor 

McDonald as his temporary PA.  Wonderful 

gentleman.  I'm in awe of that man.  Not just because 

of what he does now, but because of what he did in 

the 1940s.  During a time when the world was at war, 

and he was growing up in Trinidad, he listened to the 

BBC News on the radio.  As he listened, a burning 

need grew inside him and he wanted to become one 

of those news readers.  So, every day, as he 

listened he would copy their voices.  At first it was 

difficult, but he persisted. 

Need I say more? 
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What you need to do, and what all the people who 

have succeeded recognise is that you need to: 

Put in the hours to get the results you want  

Luck doesn’t just happen. Luck comes about 

when you work at making it happen. 

While, throughout the forthcoming chapters, I'll 

be giving you some hints and tips to keep that 

persistence persisting, here are a few pointers to 

keep you writing your writing for now: 

 

 Make a series of small targets you know you'll 

be able to aim for.  Perhaps think of one target 

for every week, month or season, rather than 

every day.  Do not make one huge one - like 

write a whole novel in a year as novels can take 

up to two years to finish. 

 Ensure you are able to cope with the target you 

want to reach, in your everyday life.  Say, for 

instance, if you just know you can write for ten 

minutes every day at six o'clock in the morning 

when everyone else is in sleepy-land, then do 

so.  But don't fight against your own body 

clock.  Find the time of day, and place, that 

makes you feel good.  

 Most important of all, make sure you can enjoy 

the process while doing it.  If you don't enjoy 
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writing a non-fiction book, and you prefer 

creating a sci-fi fantasy, then go ahead and do 

it.  It's the journey that counts, not the finish 

line. 

If you want to write for you, that’s good. Continue 

to write for you and don’t have a care about what 

others think about how you achieve that goal. 

However, if you do want to become a published 

author, you will probably have to consider some of 

the requirements of the industry.  Just as Sir Trevor 

understood, that to become a news reporter/presenter 

he had to perfect his voice, there are some things you 

need to do in order to fit the remit you want to fill.   

 

Study what is required, and then bend yourself 

to that. 

An unconventional path 

It has often entered my mind this thought about 

the many different avenues people take to get to one 

destination.  My path to becoming an author has been 

an unconventional one.  Not all of it has been 

trudging through the snow but, while travelling along 

there has been a yearning to learn new things.  I've 

noticed this has been the central incentive for, not 

only my life but, everyone living on the planet 
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alongside me. 

Where I've come from … 

 

 Throughout all those long tedious hours spent 

learning the keyboard, at the behest of Mrs. 

Horrocks, I was taught to dedicate time to 

increase speed.  

 Shooting bullets (blanks, if truth be told) while 

a TA wannabe, running over the hills and dales 

of England’s green and pleasant lands, taught 

me the importance of focus and teamwork.  

 Taking photographs of landscapes and lovers 

tying the knot taught me the importance of 

setting the scene and making them not only 

interesting but things of beauty.  

 While re-training in my late 40s, I was taught 

that life doesn’t simply stop when you reach a 

certain age.  

 But one of the most important lessons of all was 

when I was knee-high to a grasshopper. 

Reading books as a child taught me about the 

many imaginative worlds that can be created 

from the thoughts a person has about creating a 

better real world. 
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The road I have walked along seems to have left 

deep footprints in my mind.  After each step I took, I 

rested, learned to balance, and then readjusted my 

sights to take another leap. 

Why did I want to continue to go on ahead instead 

of just resting there? 

Each one of the professions I've experienced 

could have given me a decent income and a solid 

pension to boot.  I can’t say I was restless, nor can I 

say I was bored.  I most definitely wasn’t.   

What I've had all the way through is a hankering 

to fulfil the life I have been given.  A yearning to find 

meaning in it and not waste it.   

Where I'm going ... 

This is one of the reasons why I created 

BewleyBooks.com.  Initially, I wanted to do 

something and, as Mrs Billingham had given me a 

bug I didn't want to stamp on, I wanted to learn more 

about it.  I wanted to know how to be an author.  

But after receiving so many rejection letters I 

didn’t feel very good, and I kept thinking …  

 

There has to be a better way 
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Over the years, I have written hundreds of 

manuscripts.  Yes.  And, no, that is not a 

typo!  Hundreds. Some of those I have posted off to 

agents and publishers, some to television and radio 

producers and some to Hollywood production 

companies.  Yet, while I received rejection after 

rejection, I saw many other writers who were 

seemingly less skilled than I, excelling with similar 

stories.  It didn’t seem fair.  It didn’t seem to be 

anything to do with this thing called talent and, I 

admit, I got very demoralised. 

When I was a youngster, whenever I complained 

too much, my gran always said: 

 

“No one ever said life was easy!” 

 

And she was right.  She certainly didn’t have it 

easy.  She walked to work every day to her job as a 

cleaner in Slough, which at the best of times wasn't 

easy.  Particularly with six hungry children to feed 

and a sick husband to look after.  Looks like I'm 

painting an awful picture of her life, but these 

challenges didn’t stop her from buying her own home 

at a time when it wasn’t fashionable or affordable, 

and never stopped her from enjoying a holiday coach 

trip with family and friends. 

With her as my guiding rod, I found I was made 
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of much sterner stuff.  On my side were certain 

characteristics: 

 

 Dogged determination when faced with 

insurmountable odds 

 Dedication to the craft of creating 

 Persistence when facing adversity 

 

All these are qualities I knew I needed to build 

upon if I wanted to succeed.  Not just at becoming an 

author, but at anything in life. 

Think about it for a minute. 

 

If life was easy, we wouldn’t learn. 

 

We wouldn’t grow. We’d soon become bored 

and, well, I’m pretty sure you know what the devil 

does with idle hands! 

I valiantly uphold this notion.  I have lived a life 

filled with seemingly impossible challenges, 

horrendous adventures, awful bullying people.  Yet, 

because of these, I’ve found that Shakespeare is right 

– life is most certainly a stage. 

So, rather than sitting around waiting, meditating 

or wishing for something to happen … I have got off 
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my butt (or rather sat upon it), and done something 

about it. 

Do you want to make the journey with me? 

You, too, can combine all the experiences you 

have garnered in your lifetime (whatever age you 

may have reached), and make use of the skills that 

have grown from them.  As a writer, you can use 

your experiences to help others find their desires.   

It is often said that a writer doesn’t have any 

regrets.  All experiences are events that can be used 

in the tales a writer can write about.  All you need to 

put regrets into perspective are two things: 

 

 Courage - to make the choices that make the 

difference you want to see 

 Discipline - to stick with the plan once you’ve 

put it into action 

 

Another good thing about being a writer is that 

you can always use those bullies in your books!   

 

What I am going to offer you now is a little 

guidance. It is only a little but it may, hopefully, urge 

you along the path towards committing to your own 
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goals and persisting with your own dreams.   

For every person on the planet, there are as many 

and varied paths to experience.  We all have events 

in common, but we all experience them 

differently.  For instance, we can all watch 

something happen before our eyes, and tell a 

different tale about it.  Police investigations uphold 

this finding when they interview witnesses. 

This is also played out in a written exercise.  For 

instance, if you get five people together in a room 

and ask them to write 500 words about, say, making 

and drinking a cup of coffee, they would all tell a 

different story about their experience.   

Knowing how to be an author, is knowing how to 

get the images and sensations out of your mind and 

onto the screen in front of you.  

One final note 

Here's an exercise for your imagination:  Say you 

have a genie in a bottle and he grants you one 

wish.  That wish, he says, is for your day to be as 

perfect as you can imagine it.   

What would that perfect day look like to you?  

Go on, give yourself a break and let your mind 

play with the images and the sensations …  

Because we are all so very different, we can all 
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leave a legacy for the world and for future 

generations to learn from.  Along these lines, I would 

like to ask something personal of you.   

 

 What legacy would you like to leave behind?   

 What do you dream about having, doing, seeing 

or hearing in your lifetime?   

Let me give you a clue.  If you are unhappy about 

the state of the world as it is today - and you feel too 

small and insignificant to change it - close your eyes 

and imagine how you would run it.  Imagine how you 

would make it a better place for all to live in.  

Don’t just see that world, but smell it, hear it and 

feel it.  Use all your six senses (apparently scientists 

have found more, but that's for another discussion!). 

The world is always changing.  Always has 

been.  Always will.   

It’s up to you to wake up to this fact and recognise 

it for what it is.   

Then, once you do, you can either change with it 

(i.e. conform to the norm, which is obviously the 

safer option) or create the changes you want to see 

by walking a different path. 

Plus, if you do get some ideas to change the world 

for the better, consider using the BewleyBooks.com 

platform to publish them. 
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What’s to come … 

So, after reading all this about how to become 

something and also a little about how I came to be a 

self-proclaimed expert at a subject you possibly 

know more than me about, here’s a breakdown of 

what I’m going to offer you: 

 

Chapter 1 Typing Your First Lines: 

Encourages you to find out why you want to write, 

how to find the passion, meaning and reason in the 

tale you want to tell and how to prepare yourself to 

write.  Incidentally, my background in 

psychotherapy has helped me to understand how 

food and fluid influence your moods and what to do 

to find the best for you and these are explored here.   

Chapter 2 Fact & Fiction:  

Once you’ve discovered why you want to write, 

you need to know what kind of writing you want to 

do, fact or fiction.  This chapter covers how to get 

started and how to organise yourself in order to get 

things done.  It explores what authors mean by their 

‘voice’ and how to write – for you.   
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Chapter 3 Digging Up The Archives: 

Gives you an idea how to research, what to 

research and why to research.  While your own 

knowledge can back you up so far, the facts and 

figures that you dig up are there for a reason.  

Particularly if you are writing a non-fiction book. 

Chapter 4 Dreaming & Scheming:  

Explores planning your writing and how to plot 

your story.  It discusses viewpoints, how to write a 

plot on a page, how to see where the bigger picture is 

in your story by joining the dots and how to quickly 

construct each chapter by creating and expanding 

paragraphs. 

Chapter 5 Beginnings, Middles & Endings: 

Gives you information on how to construct your 

beginning, the middle and the end of your book.  It 

shows you the need for a shape to your story, how 

your story can be moved along, which type of story 

to choose and how you can build suspense through 

your narrative.  It discusses how drama and emotion 

are created and how to do that most important of all 

things in a story – end it. 
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Chapter 6 The Writers Dance: 

We discuss how to pace your novel.  How fast or 

slow do you want the reader to read the whole book, 

each chapter, or each scene?  Also explained is how 

to show the reader what your characters are going 

through, rather than telling the reader what is 

happening.   

Chapter 7 People & Places: 

Focuses on people and places – i.e. the characters 

in your plot and the settings that you want them to 

perform in.  It describes what main and stock 

characters are and a little on the psychology of the 

emotions, mind and behaviour.  Also, a chapter on 

people and places wouldn’t be complete without 

discussing the character’s point of view. 

Chapter 8 Speeches & Soliloquies  

Characters need to be expressed through the 

dialogue they use and this is explored in Chapter 8.  

You’ll probably have noticed there’s a difference 

between actors in the US and actors in the UK, the 

types and reasons why are explored here.  How 

people speak tells a lot about what they are thinking 

and this is a particularly useful tool to be aware of.  

Quoting people who are alive today, i.e. relatives or 
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famous folk, means that you will need to be aware of 

what you say about them and how you get your 

sources, so this is explored here too. 

Chapter 9 Drafting & Revising: 

Explains what to do when drafting and how to 

revise your work.  Who you send your drafts to is 

incredibly important and it’s essential that you get 

this right, or you may be unnecessarily deflated by 

the response you receive.   

Chapter 10 Skip To The End: 

Discusses how to end your story.  Knowing when 

to stop is as important as knowing where to begin.  

While some of the obstacles you may face during 

your writing have been discussed in this introduction, 

in the final chapter, I cover a note on dreaded 

rejections.  Let’s face it, you’re going receive them.  

So you need to know how to deal with them. 

 

If you’ve read this far, then you are definitely 

interested in what I have to teach you.  So, with no 

further ado, let’s get on with the show. 
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1 Typing Your First Lines 
 
 

Getting Started 

I’ve said it before and I’ll say it again.  The biggest 

problem most writers have after getting an idea or an 

urge to write is the blank page in front of them. 

Even me.  After writing the outline for this book, 

I wrote the words ‘getting started’ and my brain had 

to stop and think for a second ... or two.  Having said 

that, the blank page seldom fazes me (thankfully). 

This chapter aims to get you started and help you 

through: 

 that initial tickle of inspiration, to putting 

words onto a piece of paper 

 to finally know how to get to the finish line 

of what you’ve been inspired to write - and 

get it published  

 Oh, and help you to promote it too 
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As a writer, you will often: 

 

 find yourself trying to figure out how to get 

those first few words out of your head 

 look at other author’s books and feel inferior 

 be afraid of rejection 

 feel as though you’ll never be as good as other 

authors 

 think you’ll never be among the ranks of the 

Booker Prize Winners 

 be too embarrassed to let anyone read your 

work 

But if you don’t get started on finishing your own 

masterpiece, you’ll never know what you are capable 

of. 

Ask yourself, "Have I got a controversial tale to 

tell?"  

That is what you need to begin any kind of 

story.  Nearly all good stories are written with a 

purpose and that purpose is to ... 

 

... overcome or expose a disagreement or debate 

 

Choosing to read this chapter has helped to nudge 

you into making a decision.  You’ve finally realized 
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that nothing will stop you from writing.  Here, 

the aim is to help you on the journey to becoming an 

author.  And yes, once you have written and 

published at least one book, you are perfectly entitled 

to call yourself an author.  

Whatever you decide to write, either a fictional 

romance novel or a fact-filled ‘how to’ book or a 

non-fiction memoir, this book helps you get started – 

and finished. 

Why? 

Writing in any kind of genre or style, only 

becomes a much harder process if you don’t treat it 

the same way.  If you don’t employ the same 

methods for fiction as you do for a non-fiction piece 

of work, then you may well be doomed to the blank 

page syndrome. 

The biggest thing I've learned not to ask myself 

when I begin writing is: 

“How and where should I begin?” 

If this is your first question you’ll probably get 

stuck.  You'll be throwing all kinds of ideas around 

in your head and you'll probably not be able to 

capture any of them. 

Instead, the first question I recommend you ask 

yourself, time and again, is the one that parents 
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always get bored of their kids asking of them: 

 

“Why?” 

 

Then I explore that why with: 

 

“Why ... do I want to write this tale?” 

“Why ... do I love it so much?” 

“Why ... do I want to share it?” 

 

To begin writing a book, take it right back to the 

beginning.  Think about the story you want to tell 

(fact or fiction) and allow it to send a thrill through 

your body, your emotions and, if you believe it is 

there hidden somewhere way deep inside, your soul 

too. 

Perhaps you got the inspiration to write because 

of say, that movie you saw you thought you could 

have written better.  Or that little vignette of your life 

that you simply cannot forget – the one that made you 

laugh so much your faced ached. Or perhaps that 

tremendously sad moment, the one that made you cry 

so much your heart hurt and your eyes felt sore.  Or 

even that heat-pounding time when you were so 

scared you almost went grey. 
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Once you capture either one of these reasons in 

your mind – allow it to grow.  Allow it to take 

form.  Allow it to become a series of pictures in your 

mind.  Allow yourself to feel it. 

Passion, Meaning, Reason 

When you find the “Why?” you want to be an 

author, you find the passion in it. In the passion you 

begin to understand the meaning for it.  Once you 

have the meaning, you will know the reason for 

it.  Once you have the reason, you will be able to 

focus on it. 

So, at the top of the blank page you have before 

you, write: 

 

“Why do I want to write about this?” 

 

For as many potential authors there are in the 

world, there will be as many answers.  For this 

reason, I won’t go into too much detail about them 

but I will say this, don’t give the following answer: 

 

“Because I want to write.” 

 

That’s not good enough. 
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Because you want to write, is not going to make a 

reader want to read.  Yes, you read right.  I always 

tell people to do the opposite - write for you, not the 

reader.  So, why did I just contradict myself? 

The core reason why you want to write for you 

and not your reader, is so that innate enthusiasm 

carries you through to the end of it.  However, once 

you’ve made the decision to write on a topic that 

interests you, that topic needs to be of interest to 

everyone else. 

This is why you need to find the passion, the 

meaning and the reason for writing.  The answer to 

why you want to write the tale is opposite to the 

reason why you want to write to begin with. 

It should not be in the list of answers that make 

you happy, like: "I want to write for ... me!" but in 

the tale that you want to tell that makes others happy. 

“I want to write on this particular topic because: 

 

 the world will be a better place because of it.” 

 so cancer sufferers can gain hope from it.” 

  women/men can learn from the character’s 

mistakes.” 

 it will help me exorcise my own demons.” 

Remember that as long as you write for you, you 

won’t be disappointed if sales are not forthcoming on 
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the topic that you write about.  But you will be happy 

that you have actually written and published 

something that's dear to your heart. 

It’s a bit like actors who know their craft.  When 

actors act for the audience, for the way they think 

they should portray a person, they are not 

believable.  Somehow the audience doesn't connect 

to them.  But when they ‘simply be’, they become the 

person they are emanating and magnificent and the 

audience is enthralled. 

Think:  Meryl Streep.  There’s a reason why she 

keeps getting all those golden awards.  She knows 

the passion inside the character, the meaning behind 

the story and the reason it needs to be 

told.  Incidentally, she knows wouldn’t be able to do 

her part without writers doing their part!  

Preparation 

The very next thing to consider before putting 

words onto a page is to prepare yourself.  In order to 

prepare for becoming an author, you need to know 

and understand yourself.  Ask yourself some of these 

questions: 

 

 Am I a logical or creative type of person? 

 Are you at your best in the morning, noon or 

night - or in-between all those times? 
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 Do you know your food and fluid patterns? 

 Do you know your mood swings? 

 Are you aware of the type of diet that gives you 

more energy? 

 Where do you feel most comfortable? 

 Are you able to plan, to budget, to sit down and 

to concentrate? 

Note on food/fluids 

As a psychotherapist, I understand a little about 

what food and fluids can do to your moods.  

As a writer, you need to make a note of the kind 

of food and fluids that get you wired-up only to crash 

and burn and also those that give you the good fuel 

for your type of body, mind and emotions.  I say 

'your type' because, like glass tubes in a test 

laboratory, we are all different. 

Treat your body like a prestigious car, or one of 

those old steam trains.  Owners of top notch cars 

don’t put rubbish oil into the engine.  And steam train 

drivers don't continue to shovel coal in the hole when 

they want the engine to stop at the station. 

Using this analogy, you need to know the top 

notch food/fluids and minerals and vitamins that are 

good for your particular metabolism and how much 

of it to consume to get the best out of yourself.  

http://www.bewleytherapy.com/laminine
https://bewleytherapy.mylifepharm.com/index.html
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For instance, if you like getting up early in the 

morning, don’t eat after 8pm in the evening. Why? 

Because your body and brain will have to work 

throughout the night (when you are supposed to be 

resting) on breaking that food down which only 

means you’ll wake up tired and unable to write. 

It's also good to know that vitamins and minerals 

that you buy over the counter are not all made the 

same.  As with every other product on the market, 

you get what you pay for.   I've binned all the 

vitamins I used to buy from chemists and Boots in 

favour of Laminine.  Heck, if Hercules (the actor, of 

course) recommends it, then I’m sure to want it!   

I've found it to be an excellent product to help me 

concentrate, focus and get my moods in check.  If 

you’re not convinced by me, you can listen to several 

doctors, scientists, academics, professors etc. spout 

on about its merits on my website 

www.BewleyTherapy.com.  Click on the Nutrition 

tab and scroll down the screen to watch the videos 

there, or download the free papers by scientists and 

verified doctors.  

After a while, you'll get to know what's good for 

you and what benefits your body, mind and emotions 

so that you can write and become the author you want 

to be.  Knowing what is best for you, will enable to 

you to continue to write when and how you want to. 

https://bewleytherapy.mylifepharm.com/science/index.html
http://www.bewleytherapy.com/
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Organisation   

Part of becoming an author is knowing how to 

organise yourself.  

Some people prefer to work in a cluttered 

environment with books and papers stacked one 

upon the other with a drawer full of stationary items 

they'll never use, others prefer papers stacked neat 

with pens poking out of a pot in one spot.  While 

some prefer to write any time of the day or night, as 

the imagination works, others prefer to allocate 

a particular time-frame and feel unable to work 

outside those allotted hours.  

Either way, you will need to sort yourself into 

some kind of routine that will help you 

focus.  Organising your time is the most important 

aspect of being able to focus. 

If you know what time of the day suits you – shade 

that section in your diary and focus.  Even if it is for 

only 15 minutes.  In those 15 minutes you could 

write three paragraphs.  If you wrote 6 paragraphs in 

15 minutes a day, in 3 months you would have 

written 160 page book!  Of course, you can aim for 

more or less. 

Ideas enter into an author’s mind at any moment 

of the day, so to organise yourself you need your 

preferred equipment to hand to capture those 

thoughts when they come.  You may prefer to have 
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one of the following to hand: 

 

 a note pad or book 

 trustworthy pen 

 digital tape recorder 

 pocket camera 

 laptop or a desk PC 

You will need these things to help you capture 

whatever ideas come into your head at the moment 

they do.  The reason you need to capture them in the 

moment they appear is that they have a tendency to 

never return. 

Getting Started – outline, construction, journey 

To begin your book you need an idea.  In fact, a 

whole host of ideas and a way to capture them.  The 

first way you normally do this is to put all your ideas 

down onto the paper, without worrying about the 

writing itself.  You probably make notes.  Hundreds 

of them on yellow stickies which are stuck to the 

fridge, the TV, the notice board, the diary, the 

calendar.  In fact, everywhere there’s a blank space. 

Fact or Fiction – persistence, entertaining, 

signposts Read through the relevant sections above 

to see where I’ve used my three words. Since writing 

those words I’ve weaved in other words, so many in 
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fact they’ve probably gotten lost in the 700+ 

embedded around them.  

These are simply to get you started. If you find 

metaphors help, it’s like building a house by hand, 

brick by brick.  You know you can’t begin to build it 

without laying the foundations first.  Then you need 

to build the structure then you need to fill in the 

details.  Without organising yourself, you won’t be 

able to achieve what you set out to do, write. 

Here's a method to help you capture those ideas 

that come to you ... 

Write a list of topics onto postcards.  Arrange the 

postcards over a large table or on the floor and you’ll 

begin to see an order.  Once you do, organize them 

into that order and, again, type this order into your 

PC.  Under each of those headings, type three words 

on the same topic.  When you return to each heading, 

you’ll use each one of those three words in each 

paragraph.  

On your postcards, create headings.  

Headings are the signposts.   

Each signpost leads the reader on the journey 

through the book you’ve created. 

Get a special note book or a digital recorder.  Put 

your notes and thoughts in or on those.  Once you 

have your notes, in a special place make it a habit to 

spare at least an hour a day typing them up.   
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Using a mentor 

While you are on the first steps towards creating 

your book, you need to make use of a mentor.  The 

time to ask what people think of your story is when 

you’ve finished.  But before you begin, and while 

you go through the writing process it is good to be 

aware of other writers’ writing styles and use those 

as mentors. 

Pick a book that you love and figure out what you 

love about it. What is it about it that you find 

engaging, entertaining, thrilling or fun? Find out 

what it is and get inspiration from that. 

Pick a paragraph in that book and be 

inspired.  What is it that the author has written?  How 

has the author written it?  Please don’t copy - but 

allow the structure of their words inspire you. 

Think of the event, the people and the location in 

the paragraph you’ve picked and allow those words 

help prompt your imagination to create an event, 

characters and place of your own. 

Then begin to put the words down in front of you.  
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